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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This document contains important information for members of the Yukon River Inter-Tribal 
Watershed Council’s Executive Committee.  It outlines roles and responsibilities, legal 
requirements and restrictions, and includes important organizational documents such as the 
By-Laws, Accord, and current Strategic Plan.   

• Roles:  This section highlights the important functions of the Chairperson and Treasurer, 
as well as general expectations for all Executive Committee members. 

• Fiduciary Responsibility:  As an EC member, you have certain legal responsibilities that 
you must follow. This section is designed to give you some of the information you need 
to carry out those responsibilities.  Duties include staying informed, maintaining 
confidentiality, attending and participating in meetings, and managing conflicts of 
interest.  A Conflict of Interest Policy, part of the YRITWC Fiscal Policies and Procedures, 
is included for reference.   

• Fundraising:  The Executive Committee is responsible for ensuring our fundraising 
practices, which includes the grants and foundation support we seek, is ethical and 
aligns with our mission.  The EC is also responsible for ensuring that funds are used as 
intended.  EC members are strongly encouraged to participate in YRITWC fundraising 
through personal donations.   

• “Acid Test” Questions:  While all these responsibilities may seem like a lot to keep 
straight, you can broadly summarize your duties by answering the following questions:  

o Do you put the Organization’s interests before your own?  
o Do you ensure that others do as well?  
o Do you regularly attend EC and committee meetings?  
o Do you read the information provided to you or otherwise stay informed?  
o Do you exercise your independent business judgment as best as you can?  
o Do you do your best to make sure that YRITWC follows the law, including the 

special rules applicable to nonprofits?  
o Do you rely on the advice of legal counsel and independent accountants to assist 

you in your work?  

If you follow these steps, you will go a long way towards faithfully carrying out your fiduciary 
duties as a director and help establish the proper ethical tone for the YRITWC.  
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Introduction  
Thank you for agreeing to serve on the Executive Committee of the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed 
Council, hereafter known as the EC. This important group of leaders serves as the governing body for our 
non-profit organization and we appreciate your willingness to serve. The YRITWC fills an important need 
in our Indigenous communities, and we believe that you will find serving on the EC a rich and rewarding 
experience.  

As an EC member, you and your fellow EC members are responsible for overseeing the organization’s 
operations, while maintaining our commitment to the YRITWC mission. This involves establishing our 
strategic direction, ensuring our compliance with all applicable legal requirements, and keeping our 
organization financially healthy. This manual will help you understand your rights and responsibilities as 
an EC member so that you can effectively carry out these duties. We encourage you to refer to it 
whenever you have questions about your service.  

Our work is complex and difficult. To succeed in reaching our goals, we require excellence in 
governance. As a tax-exempt charitable organization, we also have many legal requirements and 
standards that we must meet. The Director is responsible for maintaining the standards and meeting the 
requirements. It is the responsibility of the EC to support the Director in this work, and to provide 
oversight  

Before you begin reviewing this manual, you should remember that you are not alone. When exercising 
your responsibilities, you may draw from the expertise of your fellow EC members and management. In 
addition, you may rely on the expertise of members of the Advisory Committee to assist. In addition, 
there are several resources available to help you carry out your work. These include:  

Stay Exempt-- The IRS has a website designed to help nonprofit officers and directors maintain the 
organization’s exempt status by reviewing the on-going requirements for tax-exempt organizations. The 
website is www.stayexempt.org   

Board Source—Board Source provides resources for nonprofit leaders through assessment tools, 
membership program, training, an extensive Web site, and workshops. It also provides governance 
consultants who work directly with nonprofit leaders to design specialized solutions to meet an 
organization’s needs. www.boardsource.org   

Foundation Center—The Center maintains the most comprehensive database on U.S. grant makers and 
their grants; issues a wide variety of print, electronic, and online information resources; conducts and 
publishes research on trends in foundation growth, giving, and practice; and offers an array of free and 
affordable educational programs. www.foundationcenter.org   

Thank you again for your willingness to serve our great mission. Welcome aboard!  

  

  

http://www.stayexempt.org/
http://www.stayexempt.org/
http://www.stayexempt.org/
http://www.boardsource.org/
http://www.boardsource.org/
http://www.boardsource.org/
http://www.foundationcenter.org/
http://www.foundationcenter.org/
http://www.foundationcenter.org/
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Roles of Executive Committee Members  
Each person serving on the Executive Committee contributes to the success of the YRITWC through his 
or her participation.  The expectations for each role is outlined below:  

General Executive Committee Member:  
Roles and responsibilities include:  

• Define and oversee the mission of this organization and keep it relevant to the needs of our 
community.   

• Approve the organization’s strategic plan.    

• Provide strategic guidance to the organization and the Alaska Region Director.  

• Ensure financial solvency and help raise resources.  

• Select, support and evaluate the Alaska Region Director.   

• Represent the regional interests for which you were elected.    

All EC members commit to:  

• Holding this organization to a high standard of performance and actively helping to make this a 
world class organization.  

• Making an annual personal gift that is meaningful and significant (Rasmuson Rule).  
• Understanding my roles and responsibilities and becoming sufficiently knowledgeable about our 

organization and its operations to make informed decisions.  
• Respecting the confidentiality of the board’s business.  

  
Executive Committee Roles: Chair  
The Alaska Region Executive Committee has two officer positions: Committee Chair and Treasurer.  The 
chair’s main responsibility is to keep the board focused on what matters the most for the organization 
and where the board can have the most positive impact.   Other duties include:  

• Keep the Executive Committee focused on what matters most to YRITWC.   
• Ensure that no single EC member is dominating discussions. Work toward operating as a team.   
• Develop a positive working relationship with the Alaska Region Director.   
• Act as official spokesperson for the Executive Committee, when asked by the Alaska Region 

Director and EC.   
• Coordinate and participate in the Alaska Region Director’s annual performance evaluation.   
• Ensure EC Chair, Treasurer, and Alaska Region Director Succession plans are in place and up-to-

date.   
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Executive Committee Roles: Treasurer  
The role of the EC Treasurer is to ensure the financial integrity of the organization. He or she 
accomplishes this primarily through their role ensuring an active Finance Committee and through a 
review of an independent audit performed by an accounting firm the Alaska Region Director has chosen.  

 Under no circumstances should the EC Treasurer become involved in the day-to-day management of the 
organization’s finances. Neither should he or she approach staffers who have been delegated this 
responsibility without being directed to do so by the Alaska Region Director.  

 Staff members, with the approval of the Alaska Region Director, will keep the board treasurer informed 
regularly on the organization’s financial condition. Remember: The Treasurer acts only on the authority 
of the Executive Committee. Other duties include:  

• Attend all EC meetings.  
• Using the proper chain of command, work with staff to review and submit full and accurate financial 

information to the rest of the board in an appropriate format.   
• Review the organization’s annual audit and answer any questions other EC members may have 

about it in conjunction with the auditor.   
• Ensure that the organization’s financial policies are being followed.   
• Give quarterly reports to the EC as to the financial health of the organization.   

• Chair the Finance Committee (if requested to do so by the full EC).   

• Assist, as appropriate, the Alaska Region Director in preparing the organization’s annual budget.  

Fiduciary Responsibility of a Member of the Executive Committee  
As an EC member, you have certain legal responsibilities that you must follow. This section is designed to 
give you some of the information you need to carry out those responsibilities. However, this material 
can only provide you with general information. It cannot answer every situation that may arise and 
should not be construed as legal advice. Therefore, if the EC has a specific situation with respect to 
which it needs guidance, it should consult with legal counsel to determine what is appropriate on a case-
by-case basis.  

The Tone at the Top  
The “tone at the top” refers to the ethical climate created in an organization by its leadership. You are 
an essential part of this. Through your leadership on the Executive Committee, you can foster a climate 
whereby the EC members, employees, and volunteers act in a manner that upholds the highest ethical 
standards, while carrying out necessary duties. It is important to create this expectation for the EC as 
well as others. If you and your fellow EC members appear unconcerned with maintaining high standards, 
this attitude will be observed by the employees and volunteers, and it will influence their behavior as 
well.  

The EC should make clear that, in making decisions, it is doing what it believes is in the best interests of 
our organization to help carry out the mission. It is also the EC’s responsibility to ensure that YRITWC 
fully complies with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. You are expected to 
comply fully with our code of ethics, which includes the Conflict of Interest Policy. You and the other 
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members of the Executive Committee are responsible for ensuring that all others comply with these 
policies as well. In particular, the EC is responsible for implementing the Whistleblower Policy and for 
ensuring that any claims of wrongdoing by a director, officer, EC member, employee, or volunteer are 
investigated fully and fairly, and that there is no retaliation against anyone bringing a claim in good faith.  

Duty of Care  
As an EC member, you must perform your responsibilities with the same care an ordinarily prudent 
businessperson would use in managing his or her own affairs. This means that you should act in good 
faith, stay informed and active, disclose to other EC members material information that is not already 
known to them unless you are obligated to keep the information confidential, and exercise independent 
judgment when making decisions on behalf of the organization. The EC may delegate certain core EC 
functions to committees of the Executive Committee. Any committee authorized to act on behalf of the 
EC must be comprised entirely of EC members.  

The EC delegates day-to-day duties to the Alaska Region Director, subject to the ECs review and 
oversight. The EC may also appoint advisory committees, which are designed to advise the EC when 
carrying out its governance functions.  

As an EC member, you may rely upon:  

 Information provided by employees as part of their jobs;  

 Professional advice of attorneys, independent public accountants, and other experts in their field; or  

Information provided by a EC committee in the course of its assigned work.  

However, you may not delegate your personal responsibilities as a member of the Executive Committee 
to others. At the end of the day, you and your fellow EC members bear the responsibility for 
determining what is best for the organization.  

Duty of Loyalty  
As an EC member, you must act in the best interests of the YRITWC and not for your personal benefit. To 
avoid impropriety or the appearance of impropriety, you must disclose to the Board any potential 
conflict of interest and refrain from participating in any decision of the Board in which you have such a 
conflict. You cannot take advantage of business opportunities that would be of interest to our 
organization without first offering it to the organization. For example, if you see office space available 
for leasing at a favorable price, and you know that our organization is looking to lease office space, you 
should not lease the space without first disclosing the fact that the space is available and allowing the 
organization an opportunity to try and rent the space.  

In addition, Alaska statute states that you cannot borrow money from the organization nor can you 
authorize the organization to loan money to any officer or other EC member of the organization, except 
under limited circumstances such as to provide an advance to pay reimbursable expenses that the 
director may incur.  

The Executive Committee has adopted a Conflict of Interest Policy that applies to all EC members, Alaska  
Region Director, and staff. Every year, you should sign the Conflict of Interest Statement annually. 
Familiarize yourself with the Conflict of Interest Policy and ensure that you and your fellow directors 
follow it.  
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Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council 
Ethics Policy and Conflict of Interest Statement 

A. Ethics Policy 

Members of the board of directors, Executive Committees, staff, contractors, 
consultants, and volunteers of YRITWC. (“Organization”) shall not participate in 
personal, financial or business activities which constitute an actual, potential or 
reasonably perceived conflict of interest concerning or relating to the business, 
operations, management, and other activities of Organization. Members of the board of 
directors, Executive Committees, staff, contractors, consultants, and volunteers shall 
not engage in any conduct or activity that reflects adversely on the integrity or good 
reputation of YRITWC, or any entity thereof. 

B. Conflict of Interest Statement and Disclosure 

As an Executive Committee member, staff, contractor, consultant, or volunteer, I shall 
make the following disclosures of actual, potential or reasonably perceived conflict of 
interest at such time as the events to be disclosed have occurred or are reasonably 
expected to occur: 

(1) All financial, contractual or similar interests, involving myself or my immediate 
family, with any firm, organization or individual which does business with, is seeking to 
do business with, or is a competitor of the Organization.  

(2) Any employment, whether part-time, full-time or temporary with any person or 
organization which does business with, is seeking to do business with, or is a competitor 
of Organization. 

(3) The receipt of any gifts from any person or organization doing business or seeking 
to do business with the Organization. 

I have attached to this Ethics Policy and Conflict of Interest Statement a complete 
written statement of disclosure of any conflict of interest as set out in paragraphs (1), 
(2) and (3) above. I shall supplement this statement in writing as changes in my 
circumstances warrant. I understand and agree that even if the existence of a conflict of 
interest is unclear, I have an affirmative duty to err in favor of full disclosure, and have 
Administration and the Board of Directors in consultation with Legal Counsel determine 
the existence of any conflict of interest.  

C. Prohibited Conduct 

I shall not participate in the discussion of any matter that concerns or involves any 
conflict of interest. 
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As an Executive Committee member, staff, contractor, consultant, or volunteer, I shall 
not (a) use any resources under my control for any purpose without the formal approval 
of Administration (b) accept any gift or gratuity from any person or organization doing 
business or seeking to do business with the Organization.  I shall immediately disclose to 
the Alaska Region Director any violation of these prohibitions. 

D. Acknowledgement of Ethics Policy and Conflict of Interest Statement 

As an Executive Committee member, staff, contractor, consultant, or volunteer, I 
understand, acknowledge and agree to comply with this Ethics Policy and Conflict of 
Interest Statement. I understand that any violation of this policy shall subject me to 
such sanctions, including but not limited to removal, termination of employment, 
termination of contract, legal damages and equitable relief, as are provided by law or 
policy of YRITWC, Inc. 

 

Name:     
  

 Signature     

Please Print   

 

 

  

Date:        

 

 

  

Acknowledged by:  Name: 

 

 

  

Signature  Alaska Region Director 

   

Date:        
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Duty of Obedience  
All EC members must act in a manner consistent with the provisions of the articles of incorporation, 
bylaws, and tax-exempt status of the Organization. You should be familiar with our mission and take it 
into account with every decision you make for the Organization. In addition, you should help the 
organization comply with all federal, state and local laws as they apply to the Organization.  
 
Duty to Inform  
EC members have a duty to provide the Executive Committee with the information that the member has 
learned while performing his or her duties that is material to the EC in carrying out its responsibilities to 
the Organization. An EC member also has an obligation to inform the Executive Committee if the 
member believes that another person has engaged or is likely to engage in a material breach of duty to 
the organization or in a material violation of the law involving the organization.  

Confidentiality  
 You should not disclose information about the organization’s activities unless the EC decides to make 
the information public, or unless the information is a matter of public record.  

 Attendance  
 You should demonstrate your commitment to the organization by regularly attending EC meetings and 
meetings of the committees to which you have been assigned. This will allow you to stay informed of 
activities and, in turn, the organization will benefit from the skills you bring to the Executive Committee.   

There are ways you can attend meetings without being physically present. For example, you may 
participate via conference call, provided you can hear all the other participants in the meeting and they 
can hear you. However, being a member of the Executive Committee is a personal responsibility. You 
cannot delegate this responsibility to others. Therefore, under the law you cannot give someone else 
the authority to attend an EC meeting or vote on your behalf. Specifically, you cannot vote by proxy.  

EC Member’s Rights  
An EC member’s legal rights are designed to assist you in carrying out your fiduciary duties as a member 
of the Executive Committee. For example, it is important that you stay informed about the 
organization’s business affairs. Consequently, as an EC member, you have a right to have reasonable 
contact with the Alaska Region Director to discuss the organization’s business affairs. You also have the 
right to inspect the books and records of the organization and to request additional information from 
management.  
 

At the same time, you should remember that while the Executive Committee retains the ultimate 
responsibility for operations, the Alaska Region Director is responsible for the day-to-day management 
of the organization. Your duty as an EC member is to ensure that he/she exercises management 
responsibilities in a manner that best serves our organization. It is not in the organization’s best 
interests if the Executive Committee attempts to review and approve day-to-day management decisions, 
or substitutes its judgment for that of the Alaska Region Director.  Therefore, when you request 
information from management, it is important that you are reasonable in the frequency and scope of 
your requests. You want to take care that your requests are suited to what you need to perform your 
job as an EC member, and not the day-to-day management of the YRITWC.  
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Another important way to stay informed about the organization’s activities is to review the EC meeting 
and committee minutes. The Executive Committee will be provided with the minutes of the meetings in 
a timely manner. Staff support to the EC will prepare the minutes of any EC meeting promptly after the 
meeting, but at least in time to be approved before the next EC meeting. If, for some reason, you do not 
receive the minutes of an EC or committee meeting, you have the right to ask for a copy of the minutes.  

You will be given advance notice of each meeting so that you can prepare for the meeting and plan to 
attend. The amount of advance notice for each type of meeting is specified in the by-laws. If you do not 
receive the proper amount of advance notice, you can still attend the meeting and participate.  

Finally, the organization encourages open and informed debate among the Executive Committee, which 
helps ensure the best possible decisions are made. If you disagree with any action the EC proposes to 
take, you have the right to vote against the action. In addition, you have the right to have your objection 
recorded, by name, in the minutes of the meeting. This is important if you believe that the actions of the 
EC are not only unwise, but also improper. In such case, if you object to the actions and have your 
objection recorded in the minutes, you may escape liability if the action is later challenged.  

Private Inurement and Private Benefit  
The Internal Revenue Code gives tax-free status to charitable organizations because they provide 
important benefits to the public. However, the Internal Revenue Code also provides that a tax-exempt 
organization must be operated for the benefit of the public and not for the benefit of “insiders.” This is 
called the private inurement rule. As an EC member, you must ensure that insiders do not receive 
favorable treatment. Otherwise, our organization risks losing its tax-exempt status. Some examples of 
favorable treatment may include paying more than fair market value for goods or services provided by 
an insider, or creating a job for someone just because he or she is related to an insider. By insiders, the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) refers to anyone with a unique position with the organization that allows 
him or her to control or influence the organization and the application of its funds or assets. Insiders 
would include the following individuals:  

• Founders;  
• Officers;  
• Members of the Executive Committee;  
• Senior staff members, and  
• Any of the above individuals’ relatives such as a spouse, parent, siblings and their spouses, 

children and their spouses, and great grandparents, grandparents, grandchildren, and great 
grandchildren and their spouses.  

It is permissible to give a benefit to any individual, even an EC member that qualifies under the 
organization’s normal charitable guidelines.  

In addition, as an EC member you must make sure that the organization’s activities further the public 
good. Therefore, you should make sure all of our organization’s business transactions are in its best 
interests and help it carry out the mission. The organization’s assets should not be used to serve a 
private good.  

Example: Our Organization wants to buy a building and it cannot use all of the space immediately. 
Therefore, the Executive Committee decides to rent out the unused space. As an EC member, you should 
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try to maximize the value of the building to the Organization. The Organization should not charge any 
tenant less than market rent simply because the tenant is a friend of an EC member, or has some other 
connection to the nonprofit, such as a business relationship. If it does so, our Organization may be in 
violation of the private benefit rule.  

One exception to the example above may be if the tenant is another tax-exempt organization. In such 
case, it may be acceptable to charge a lower rent or no rent at all to provide assistance to the other 
charitable organization because it also helps our organization carry out its tax-exempt mission.  

Board Compensation  
As an EC member, you will not be compensated for your services. Moreover, you cannot claim a 
deduction for the value of your donated services to the organization. You may be reimbursed for any 
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses you incur on behalf of the YRITWC, in accordance with our expense 
reimbursement policy. Meeting fees of $50 per meeting day are provided to EC members to offset any 
unexpected expenses incurred in service to the organization.    

The organization will not reimburse a member of the Executive Committee for the cost of his or her 
spouse’s or other dependent’s travel to organization events. If you elect not to be reimbursed for your  
out-of-pocket expenses, you may be able to deduct them as a charitable contribution to the 
organization.  

In addition to your EC service, from time to time it may be in the best interests of the organization for 
you to provide some other goods or services to the organization, such as legal or accounting work. If you 
provide goods or services to the organization in addition to serving on the EC, that service will be valued 
at current market value and counted as an in-kind donation to the organization.    
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Political Activity and Lobbying  
Lobbying  
As a tax-exempt entity, our organization may engage in limited lobbying activities. For this purpose, the 
organization will be regarded as lobbying if it attempts to influence legislation. Attempting to influence 
legislation includes contacting or urging the public to contact members or employees of a legislative 
body for the purpose of supporting or opposing legislation, or advocating for the adoption or rejection 
of legislation.  

Legislation includes actions by Congress, the city council, state legislatures, or any other elected body, 
such as a school committee, with respect to acts, bills, or resolutions. It applies to such actions as 
confirming an individual for office, such as a judge or cabinet member. It also applies to ballot initiatives 
or similar procedures to be voted upon by the public. The definition of legislation does not include 
actions taken by the courts or government agencies.  

As noted above, there are limits on the amount of lobbying in which our organization may engage. The  
Internal Revenue Code provides that a nonprofit that is exempt under Section 501(c)(3) cannot expend a 
“substantial” part of its activities in lobbying. If the organization engages in excessive lobbying, it will be 
subject to an excise tax and will be at risk of losing its tax-exempt status.  

As an EC member, you should ensure that our organization complies with the rules against excessive 
lobbying. In addition, certain lobbying activities may require the organization to register as a lobbyist 
with various federal, state and local government authorities. If the organization wishes to engage in any 
lobbying activity, the Executive Committee should work with legal counsel and the Alaska Region 
Director to ensure that procedures are put in place to comply with these regulations and the IRS 
limitations on lobbying activities.  

Rules Prohibiting Political Activities  
Under the Internal Revenue Code, our organization, like all tax-exempt charities, is strictly prohibited 
from intervening on behalf of, or in opposition to, candidates for local, state, or national office. If the 
organization violates this rule, it is subject to an excise tax on the amount expended on the campaign 
activity and faces the risk of losing its tax-exempt status. This does not mean that, just because you are 
an EC member, you cannot be involved in political activity as a private individual. However, you may not 
use the organization’s property or other assets, including the organization’s name, on behalf of or 
against any candidate for office. You should also make clear that any political statements you make, 
such as an endorsement of a candidate, are made in your personal capacity and not in your capacity as a 
director of the organization, and that the statements should not be made at an event sponsored or 
hosted by the organization or in any of its publications.  

If you are in any doubt as to whether your activities would be considered improper political activities on 
behalf of our Organization, you should consult with legal counsel before engaging in those activities.  

Summing Up  

While all these responsibilities may seem like a lot to keep straight, you can broadly summarize your 
fiduciary duties by answering the following questions:  

• Do you put the Organization’s interests before your own?  
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• Do you ensure that others do as well?  
• Do you regularly attend EC and committee meetings?  
• Do you read the information provided to you as a director or otherwise stay informed?  
• Do you exercise your independent business judgment as best as you can?  
• Do you do your best to make sure that our Organization follows the law, including the special 

rules applicable to nonprofits?  
• Do you rely on the advice of legal counsel and independent accountants to assist you in your 

work?  

If you follow these steps, you will go a long way towards faithfully carrying out your fiduciary duties as a 
director and help establish the proper ethical tone for the YRITWC.  
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Fundraising  
Fundraising Strategy  
 These days, it is not enough to have a good purpose and programs. There are many nonprofits with 
important missions to fulfill, and there is a limited amount of money to support all their worthy causes. 
At the same time, without proper funding, our organization cannot serve the critical needs of the 
community it has identified. Therefore, one of the most important roles of our Executive Committee is 
to define and establish a successful fundraising strategy to sustain the organization’s goals.  

The role of the Board, and in this case according to our by-laws the Executive Committee functions as a 
Board, in raising revenue is unique, and it is one of the critical differences between nonprofit and for-
profit businesses. The Board has a responsibility to attract resources to sustain the organization’s 
programs and fulfill its mission. The EC must select and support the Alaska Region Director, put the 
budget in place, and oversee and evaluate the organization’s fundraising and financial performance.  

Even though the EC is ultimately responsible for the organization’s fundraising strategy, the fundraising 
activities will not succeed without a close partnership with management. There has to be a close 
collaboration between the EC and management, as well as clearly defined goals for management to 
execute. Therefore, it is key for the EC to specify the responsibilities of both management and the EC in 
the fundraising effort. Implementing the fundraising plan is a responsibility shared by the EC and not be 
left only to management.  

The YRITWC offers several ways for individuals to financially support the work of the YRITWC.    

• Amazon Charitable Giving—Shoppers can sign into www.smile.amazon.com and shop using their 
regular Amazon account.  When prompted search for “Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council” 
to select the organization as the charity to benefit.  Purchases aggregate and generate a quarterly 
donation to the organization.  

• Fred Meyer/Krogers Rewards—Shoppers with a Fred Meyer or Krogers Reward Card can link it to 
the Community Rewards Program.  Go to https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4 
and click on the link to “Link my card.”  Shoppers still earn fuel points and support the organization 
at the same time.  

• Watershed Allies Go Fund Me—One-time and scheduled donations can be made securely online 
through our Go Fund Me site.  Scheduled donations can be as little as $10/month and charged to 
your credit or debit card.  Set up your scheduled donation at https://www.gofundme.com/9sfuehfu   

Fundraising Practices    
The EC should ensure that our organization follows ethical fundraising practices and that its fundraising 
efforts are cost effective. It is the EC’s responsibility to ensure that the organization’s fundraising 
programs reflect well on our organization and mission. Therefore, the EC must exercise the following 
responsibilities:  

1. Designated Donations: Frequently, a donor will contribute to the organization and place 
restrictions on how such funds may be used. For example, the donor may want to fund a specific 
initiative or activity. In addition, the organization may solicit funds with the promise that the donations 
will be used for a particular purpose. These are called restricted funds, and are usually framed as grants 
or cooperative agreements. As a member of the EC, you are responsible for ensuring that these funds 

http://www.smile.amazon.com/
http://www.smile.amazon.com/
https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4
https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4
https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4
https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4
https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4
https://www.fredmeyer.com/topic/community-rewards-4
https://www.gofundme.com/9sfuehfu
https://www.gofundme.com/9sfuehfu
https://www.gofundme.com/9sfuehfu
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are used for the purpose the donor specified, and not for other expenses such as other program 
activities. You should ask that any financial reports you receive specify whether the income is restricted 
or unrestricted, so that you can ensure that the donor’s wishes are being carried out.  

2. Gift Acceptance Policy: From time to time, our organization may be offered donations that 
would compromise the organization’s ethics, financial circumstances, program focus, or other interests. 
For example, the source of the funds may be one that is inconsistent with the mission we are trying to 
serve. Therefore, it is important that the EC have clear standards and procedures for determining when 
it will not accept a donation. These standards and procedures must be discussed in advance and not 
after a questionable gift is being offered; otherwise, financial and time pressures on the organization 
may cause the Board and management to make a wrong decision about whether to accept the gift.  

3. Fundraising Techniques: Our organization’s most valuable asset is its good name. One way the 
organization may forfeit its good name is if it engages in inappropriate fundraising practices. In the past 
few years, newspapers have published several stories of otherwise legitimate charities that have 
employed questionable fundraising methods. Therefore, it is important that the EC ensure there is 
appropriate training and supervision of the people soliciting funds on the organization’s behalf. The 
individuals conducting the solicitations should not employ techniques that are coercive, intimidating, or 
intended to harass potential donors.  

4. Privacy Policy: Our organization respects the privacy of individual donors and, except where 
disclosure is required by law, will not sell or otherwise make available the names and contact 
information of donors without providing them an opportunity at least once a year to opt out of the use 
of their names.  

Executive Committee Participation  
In addition to the preceding tasks, each member of the EC should show his or her personal financial 
support for the organization. Many foundations, include the Rasmuson Foundation, require Board 
members to contribute financial to the organization.  EC members may contribute to our organization in 
ways other than financial, such as having an understanding of the community in need or having prior 
nonprofit experience. EC members also offer specialized skills such as unique awareness of needs of the 
region represented, human resources or financial expertise. The organization cannot succeed without 
those contributions. However, we cannot expect others to financially support the organization if the EC 
does not. Your personal participation is essential to a successful fundraising campaign. Our organization 
does not expect its EC members to donate a minimum dollar amount to the organization. However, we 
do ask you to contribute to the organization’s annual fundraising campaign. The organization’s goal is to 
have 100 percent participation by the Executive Committee.  

In addition, you should help management identify and evaluate prospective donors, including 
individuals, corporations, and foundations. As an EC member, you should also assist in cultivating 
prospective donors by stimulating interest in the organization and its work.  You may be asked to 
participate in visits to funders, fundraising trips, or to provide introductions to organizations which may 
be approached for financial support.    

Board’s Responsibility for Financial Oversight  
Because our organization is fortunate that so many people support us by giving their time and money— 
often at great sacrifice to themselves—it is important that we exercise good stewardship in managing 
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the donations of our supporters. The Alaska Region Director plays a key role in managing the financial 
affairs of the organization, but the Executive Committee has ultimate responsibility for ensuring that its 
funds are properly utilized. Indeed, because the oversight responsibility involves a review of the financial 
decisions made by management, the Executive Committee must pursue certain conversations and 
actions independently of the Alaska Region Director or Grants Manager’s influence.  For that reason, an 
Executive Session will always be scheduled immediately following the presentation of the Finance 
Report during regularly scheduled EC meetings.  This provides an opportunity for those conversations 
between the EC and the contracted accountant, who does not take part in decision making about funds.    

Over the past several years, the IRS has increased its financial oversight of nonprofit organizations. 
Several states also have started extending these governance principles, previously applicable only to 
public companies, to cover nonprofit organizations. Moreover, grant makers and other donors expect 
nonprofit organizations to exercise robust financial oversight. Therefore, the Executive Committee 
should establish clear policies and procedures to protect our organization’s financial assets and ensure 
that the organization is following best practices.  

As an EC member, you can call on the organization’s resources, including the Alaska Region Director and 
the independent auditors responsible for conducting the organization’s annual audit, to help you 
perform your duties. In particular, the Executive Committee should meet with the auditors after a draft 
audit is prepared to discuss the auditors’ findings and to determine what steps, if any, the Executive 
Committee should take to improve the financial oversight of the organization. The following is a 
summary of the key financial responsibilities of the Board:  

A. Policies and Procedures: While it is management’s responsibility to oversee the day-to-day 
accounting and financial management of the organization, the Executive Committee is responsible for 
ensuring that proper financial systems and controls are in place. For example, the Board should make 
sure there is a policy in place to require that at least two unrelated people bear the responsibility for 
receiving, depositing, and spending the organization’s funds. The EC is also responsible for reviewing 
practices and reports to ensure that staff members are complying with EC-approved policies.  

B. Budget and Expenses: The EC is responsible for reviewing and approving our annual budget. The 
EC should also receive financial reports on a regular basis several times a year. The reports should show 
budgeted and actual expenditures as well as budgeted and actual revenues. By carefully reviewing the 
regular financial reports, the Board will be able to determine whether adjustments must be made in 
spending to accommodate changes in revenues.  

However, prudent financial oversight requires that the EC look beyond periodic financial reports to 
consider how the organization’s current financial performance compares with that of previous years, 
and how its financial future appears. If our organization’s net assets ever decline over a period of years, 
or if future funding seems likely to decrease significantly, the EC may need to take proper steps to 
achieve or maintain the financial stability of the organization.  

C. Prudent Investment of Financial Assets: You also have the obligation to establish policies and 
procedures to ensure that the organization manages and invests its funds responsibly and in compliance 
with the legal requirements. The EC is responsible for establishing policies that govern how the funds 
will be invested, ensuring that donor-restricted funds are used in a manner that complies with the 
donor’s restrictions, and allocating the returns from investments among the various programs.   
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We are expected to carry out our responsibility to manage the funds of the organization in good faith, 
and with the care an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would exercise under similar 
circumstances. This means that we are responsible for overseeing the investment of the funds to ensure 
that those charged with making the investment decisions, including any committee appointed by the EC, 
are acting prudently. As an EC member, you should keep in mind several factors in carrying out these 
duties, among which are:  

• The needs of the organization and the general economic conditions, including the possible effects of 
inflation and deflation;  

• The expected total return for an investment, including appreciation, and how that plays within the 
overall investment portfolio;  

• The need to preserve capital versus the need to generate income;  
• The other resources available;  
• An asset’s special value, if any, to the organization; and  
• Any expected tax consequences with respect to an investment.  

In managing the funds, the EC may incur appropriate costs that are reasonable in relation to the amount 
of assets being invested and the purposes of the organization. By following these steps, we will succeed 
as good stewards of the organization’s funds in a manner that helps carry out the mission.  
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Governance Processes  
Consultation Process   
I.  Adopted Consultation Process (In Nenana, AK – August of 2004)  
 The Indian Law Resource Center recommended a consultation process that is organized 
according to the subject matter of the position or action in question.  There will be some issues 
that, because of their importance or controversial nature, will require widespread consultations 
with Tribes and First Nations before the YRITWC should take a position or action.  Other issues 
will be rather mundane, well-settled, or non-controversial, and will not necessarily require 
consultations.  Subject matter consultation would allow the YRITWC to continue with its day-
today work without getting bogged down in detailed consultations over minor or 
noncontroversial  matters.    
  Although there are a number of different ways to organize a consultation process, we 
suggest the following as a starting point for discussion:  

    
The staff of the YRITWC decides, according to specific guidelines formulated by 
Tribal and First Nation leadership, whether they need to consult about a particular 

issue.  When an issue does not precisely fit into the guidelines and the  
staff is unsure about whether consultations are required, they will engage in consultations.  
Generally, issues that would require consultation include:  
• Specific action that is of watershed-wide importance;  
• Issues that are controversial, even amongst Tribes and First Nations; • Issues that involve the 

legal rights of Tribes and First Nations;  
• Issues that may generate media scrutiny of the YRITWC. Issues that would not require 

consultations include:  
• Day-to-day decisions involved with running the YRITWC offices;  
• Specific action within the regular work and mandate of the YRITWC as determined at previous 

summit meetings;  
• Non-controversial matters (for example, opportunities to encourage that increased funding 

go to Tribal and First Nation governments);  
  
If the YRITWC decides that consultations may be needed, then it forwards a briefing 
paper on the issue to the Executive Committee, with a recommended  

advocacy position.  
  

   
 Each member of the Executive Committee represents a particular region within the 
watershed.  Upon receiving a recommended advocacy position from the staff of the 

YRITWC, each Executive Committee member would decide whether to  

STEP 1  

STEP 2  

STEP 3  
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consult with the indigenous governments within his/her region, or whether to make a 
recommendation without consulting the indigenous governments in his/her region.    

  
The Executive Committee members, after consulting (if necessary) with indigenous 
governments within their regions, would then discuss and arrive at a position on the 

matter in question.  A record of the decision-making process of  
the Executive Committee would be maintained  in order to ensure that the Executive 
Committee is following the desires of the Tribes and First Nations (accountability and 
transparency).  If no consensus position can be reached, then the staff of the YRITWC will be 
informed that they are not to take any position or action on the issue.  

  
Upon reaching a consensus position, the Executive Committee forwards its 
instructions to the staff of the YRITWC as to whether or not to engage in advocacy 

on the issue.  These instruction can be very specific, limiting or  
expanding the YRITWC’s recommended activities as deemed necessary by the Executive 
Committee and the Tribes and First Nations that have been consulted on the matter.  The 
instructions of the Executive Committee should be in writing.  
  
III.  Pros and Cons    
Pros  
The process outlined above ensures accountability without too much bureaucracy.  It places 
specific guidelines upon the staff of the YRITWC for when consultations are required on certain 
issues. Executive Committee members have the discretion as to how and when to consult with 
Tribes and First Nations in their region, but a written record of their decision process is 
required in order to ensure that they are following the desires of the Tribes and First Nations.  
As long as responsible Executive Committee members are chosen at the Summit Meeting who 
know the issues and who maintain regular contact with the First Nations/Tribes in their region, 
the process should work well.  
Cons  
There may be times when the Executive Committee is unable to arrive at a timely decision, 
either because of disagreements or because needed consultations with Tribal and First Nation 
governments have not taken place.  The staff of the YRITWC may, on rare occasions, mistakenly 
decide that consultations are not needed on a certain issue, placing some Tribal or First Nation 
governments in the position of having to disagree with the actions of the Watershed Council.  
Similarly, an Executive Committee member may mistakenly assume direct consultations with 
the Tribes or First Nations in his/her area are not needed on a particular issue, when, in fact, 
they are needed.  

STEP 4  

STEP 5  
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Strategic Planning  
With the Alaska Region Director, the EC takes the lead in mapping out the strategic direction of our 
organization. The EC takes time every two years to develop a long-term plan for the YRITWC, to ensure 
its future sustainability and growth.  

The starting point of any strategic plan is the mission statement. Both the EC and the Alaska Region 
Director must have a good understanding of the mission and how current activities serve that mission. 
Next, the EC must have a good understanding of the interests and concerns of our various stakeholders, 
include tribe members from the area you represent. What resources exist to meet the needs of the 
community we intend to serve, and what needs have not been met? The EC determines whether the 
activities the organization engages in, or may want to engage in for the future, are:  

• Consistent with its mission; and  
• Designed to meet its client community’s current needs.  

Third, the EC determines whether existing programs are also effective in carrying out the mission. Is the 
organization meeting the goals it set out to achieve? Are there more effective ways to achieve the 
mission? Does the nonprofit have to shift the focus of its mission to meet current or future stakeholder 
needs?  

Finally, the EC evaluates what resources are available that would allow an undertaking of activities the 
EC has identified to help meet the needs of its stakeholders or expand its services.  

Once the EC has evaluated current activities against the mission statement, taken stock of the needs of 
its stakeholders, and determined what resources are available to assist our organization in carrying out 
its mission, the EC, Alaska Region Director, and staff and advisors as appropriate, are ready to develop a 
strategic plan. The plan will guide activities and initiatives from year to year. It will help the EC and 
management evaluate new opportunities as they arise, to see if they are consistent with the direction in 
which the EC and management want to take the organization.  

Once the EC has adopted the strategic plan, the Alaska Region Director is responsible for developing an 
annual work plan that implements the goals in the strategic plan. The EC will then measure the progress 
toward the strategic plan’s goals on an annual basis.  

 Overseeing the Performance and Compensation of Management  
The chief executive of the organization is hired and supervised by the Executive Committee.  For  
YRITWC this position is the Alaska Region Director.  The EC also has the authority to fire the Alaska  
Region Director if he or she is not meeting the performance standards set by the EC. The EC reviews the 
performance of the Alaska Region Director annually. By giving feedback at least annually, the EC assists 
the Alaska Region Director in performing to the best of his or her abilities.  

The EC is also responsible for setting the compensation for the Alaska Region Director. The Internal 
Revenue Code provides guidance that a nonprofit organization cannot pay more than “reasonable” 
compensation to its senior managers. Moreover, the Internal Revenue Code imposes penalties if excess 
compensation is paid.  

The YRITWC is a member organization of the Foraker Group and as such has access to compensation 
information for a wide range of positions in Alaska, including compensation for chief executives.  
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Compensation should reflect experience, education, and the complexity of the work to be performed.  
Compensation information can also be found on an organization’s 990 form, available at 
www.guidestar.com .    

Executive Committee Evaluation  
The final task the EC must undertake is to periodically evaluate its own performance. It is important for 
the EC to meet annually to discuss how it can improve its performance. The EC should determine what 
skills the EC may be lacking, and whether it can recruit a new member with those skills. For example, 
there is continuous need for members with a background in finance, human resources, or the law. 
Moreover, each member must be engaged in the work of the Board. If the directors are not fully 
engaged in the EC’s work, the EC should discuss what steps it should take to re-engage its members. 
Without a fully engaged EC, there is a likelihood that the work will fall on a few individuals. This will not 
only result in many tasks not being done, but will also put members of the Board who are most engaged 
at risk of becoming burned out.  

If efforts to re-engage a director do not work, the EC should be willing to ask the member with poor 
performance to resign from the EC, or to leave the EC at the end of his or her term. While evaluating the 
performance of individual members can be hard, it is important to remember that the EC’s first duty is 
to serve the best interests of the Organization and not those of other members of the Executive 
Committee. Building a strong governing body makes the workload more manageable and improves the 
performance of each member of the Executive Committee.  

  

Liability of the Organization  
Our Executive Committee protects the assets of the organization, ensuring those assets are available to 
serve the mission. To do so, the EC implements a risk management plan. The three basic steps in any risk 
management plan are:  

1. Identify the risk;  

2. Mitigate the risk; and  

3. Insure against the risk.  

The EC works with management to identify activities that create risks for our organization. The next step 
is to see if there are any procedures that will lessen the risk that a bad event will occur such as better 
employee training or the purchase of safety equipment. The final step is to work with our insurance 
broker to see if there is any way the Organization can insure against the risk that such a bad event 
occurs.  

Liability as an Executive Committee Member   
 As an EC member, you may be subject to a lawsuit if someone alleges that you failed to carry out your 
duties appropriately, or you were guilty of discrimination in connection with someone’s employment or 
the provision of nonprofit services. To protect yourself from liability, consider these three steps:  

http://www.guidestar.com/
http://www.guidestar.com/
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1. Prevention: Exercise your duties as a director with due care and ensure our Organization acts in 
accordance with legal requirements. This is the best way to avoid liability. If you carry out your duties as 
a director diligently and with due care, you will be much less likely to encounter legal problems.  

2. Indemnification: One way to protect yourself against liability is to seek an indemnification if a 
claim is made against you as a director. An indemnification means that the Organization will pay the 
attorney’s fees you incur and any legal damages you have to pay in connection with any acts you 
commit while serving on the Executive Committee. An indemnification may be authorized once the EC 
has met to review the matter and vote on whether you acted in accordance with the relevant standard 
of conduct. In general, you will be eligible for indemnification as long as you acted in good faith and in 
the best interests of the organization. In the event that you successfully defend or dismiss a claim 
brought against you as an EC member, the Organization will be required to indemnify you.   

3. Directors’ and Officers’ Insurance: Another alternative is for the Organization to purchase 
Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance (D&O insurance). Under most D&O insurance, you will be 
insured for your legal defense costs if you are sued, and the insurance will pay any settlement for claims 
covered by the policy, subject to any exclusions in the policy.  

    
Conclusion  
Again, we want to express our appreciation of your willingness to serve as a member of the Executive 
Committee of our Organization. There are many exciting challenges ahead, and we are grateful that you 
have accepted the responsibility of being a member of our governing body.  

As an Organization, we are committed to giving you the resources you need to succeed. In addition, we 
realize that as a new member, you have a background that is different from members who have served 
longer. Your presence enriches and renews the Executive Committee. Much of the information in this 
manual may seem overwhelming at first, but if you have any questions or if there is anything we can do 
to assist you in your Board service, please speak to the Alaska Region Director.  

We serve an important mission, and we believe that you will find serving on the Executive Committee a 
rich and rewarding experience. Thank you for joining us.  

This manual is for informational purposes only. You should not rely on the manual as a substitute for, nor 
does it constitute legal advice by a competent legal professional. It is provided “as is” with no  
representations and warranties of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to, implied 
warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.  
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YUKON RIVER WATERSHED INTER-TRIBAL ACCORD 
PREAMBLE 

The Indigenous Peoples of the Yukon River and its tributaries, hereinafter known as the Watershed, 
parties to this Accord,  

1. Conscious of the value and the sacredness of the Watershed and of the urgent need to
maintain, protect and enhance the life and quality of the Watershed,

2. Alarmed by the contamination of the Watershed with toxic and solid wastes, chemicals, sewage
and other forms of pollution, as well as increased human activity in the watershed, which is causing
environmental impacts including cysts, deformities and other anomalies in the wildlife resources of the
Watershed, and high rates of cancer and other diseases in the villages within the Watershed,

3. Aware that the Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed have initiated  the effort to protect the
environmental integrity of the Watershed and cultural vitality of the indigenous communities that are
dependent upon and part of the Watershed,

4. Aware that our relationship with the Watershed is reciprocal and that the sacred river provides
for us as we continue to assist in its care taking,

5. Recognizing that the Indigenous Peoples signatory to this Accord have titles and interests with
respect to traditional territories, and that we affirm our right to self-determination, by virtue of which
we continue to freely determine our political status and freely pursue our economic, social, cultural and
traditional development,

6. Affirming that We, as Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed, have the right to participate fully in
all levels of decision-making, through our own governments, in matters which may affect the rights,
status or destinies of the signatories to this Accord, and asserting our government to government
relationship with each other and with other governments,

7. Being determined to recover, maintain and strengthen our distinctive spiritual, cultural,
traditional and material relationship with the lands, waters and other resources that we have
traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, including access to our lands, waters  and resources,
and to uphold our responsibilities to present and future generations in this regard,

8. Recognizing and affirming that We, the Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed, maintain
contacts, relationships and cooperation presently, and have maintained these relationships since long
before the establishment of the international border,

9. Affirming the need to promote cooperation, communication and education among the
Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed in the planning, management and protection of the Watershed for
our peoples and future generations,

Have agreed as follows: 

PURPOSES OF THE ACCORD 

Article I.  Purpose 
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We, the Indigenous Peoples from the headwaters to the mouth of the Yukon River and its 
tributaries, having been placed here by our Creator, do hereby endorse this Accord to initiate and 
continue the protection and restoration of the Watershed for the welfare of our own and future 
generations and for the continuation of our way of life.  The purpose of this Accord is to plan, monitor, 
protect and enhance the environmental integrity of the Watershed and the cultural vitality of its peoples 
through cooperation, communication and education.  

Article II. Cooperation  

The Indigenous Peoples signatory to this Accord, agree to consult and cooperate with each other 
in planning and implementing specific projects to carry out the purposes of this Accord.  All cooperative 
action taken pursuant to this Accord will recognize and respect the authority and selfdetermination of 
the signatories.  

Article III. Communication and Education  

1. The Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed will encourage understanding of the 
importance of, and the measures required for, the protection and promotion of the environmental 
integrity of the Watershed, and will make best efforts to coordinate and cooperate with other 
Indigenous Peoples and with other approved cooperating entities in developing educational and public 
awareness programs.  

2. The Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed will facilitate the development and exchange 
of information, from all publicly available sources relevant to the protection and promotion of the 
environmental integrity of the Watershed, including technical, scientific and socio-economic research, as 
well as information on training and surveying programs, specialized knowledge, and traditional and local 
knowledge as appropriate.  

  CARRYING OUT THE  PURPOSES OF THE ACCORD  

Article IV.  Summit Meetings  

The Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed, as a means for carrying out the purposes of this 
Accord, agree that they will continue to meet in a summit every two years.  The Indigenous Peoples 
signatory to this Accord may schedule additional summits or other meetings as needed.  The time and 
place of the summit meetings will be determined by the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council (see 
Article V.) in consultation with the Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed.  

Article V.  The Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council (YRITWC)   

The Indigenous Peoples hereby approve the establishment of the Yukon River Inter-Tribal  
Watershed Council, pursuant to the summit of the Indigenous Peoples at Galena, Alaska, on December  
11-14 of 1997, provided that the Articles of Incorporation, By-Laws and mission statement of the YRITWC 
are amended and clarified to conform to the terms of this Accord, and provided that the  
YRITWC faithfully carries out the directions agreed upon by the Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed 
and its tributaries, carries on its work with full respect for the authority of the Indigenous Peoples of the 
Watershed and its tributaries, and reports regularly to them.   

Article VI.  Amendment of the Accord  
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Amendments to this Accord may be proposed by any of the Indigenous Peoples signatory to the  
Accord.  Amendments may be adopted only by consensus at a summit  of the Indigenous Peoples. The 
YRITWC shall inform all signatories to the Accord of any proposed amendments at least 30 days in 
advance of the summit meeting, unless otherwise agreed.  Amendments will be implemented upon 
ratification by the governments of the Indigenous Peoples signatory to the Accord.  

Article VII.  Implementation of the Accord  

This Accord will take effect upon signing by the Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed, and will 
remain open for future signatories.  

Article VIII.  Withdrawals  

At any time any signatory may withdraw from the Accord by giving written notification to the 
YRITWC, which will inform the other Indigenous Peoples of the Watershed.  

Article IX.  Disclaimers  

This Accord will strengthen the ability of signatory Indigenous Peoples to resolve issues of 
mutual concern through cooperation, communication and education.  This Accord will not be used in 
any court of law or against any signatory.  

Definitions:  

Indigenous Peoples – The Tribes and First Nations of the Yukon River Watershed and its 
tributaries, as represented through their indigenous forms of government.  

Yukon River Watershed – The Yukon River from its headwaters to its mouth, including all of its  
tributaries.  
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Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council 

Strategic Plan  
50-Year Vision Statement: (Established in 1999)

To Be Able to Drink Water Directly from the Yukon River 

Mission Statement: (Established in 1997) 

We, the Indigenous Tribes/First Nations from the headwaters to the mouth of the Yukon River, having 
been placed here by our Creator, do hereby agree to initiate and continue the clean up and preservation 
of the Yukon River for the protection of our own and future generations of our Tribes/First Nations and 

for the continuation of our traditional Native way of life.  

The way the Watershed Council incorporates its guiding principles: We will strive to behave like an 
elder by nurturing relationships that are inclusive and respectful, while striving to gain wisdom and 

knowledge that enables the watershed council to reach its collective vision.  

Guiding Principles: (Established in 1999)  

(We will strive to:) 

Be Good Listeners  Be Consensual (using the circle) 

Be Respectful  Be Unifying 

Be Flexible  Be Fair and Equal 

Have Integrity  Be Tenacious 

Be Honest  Be Trustworthy 

Be Timely  Be Patient 

Be Non-judgmental Be Bold 

Share wisdom (need it first) Be Inclusive (allowing for diversity) 



 

  

Executive Summary:  

The Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council (YRITWC) is an international organization with nonprofit 
status in the U.S. and societal status in Canada. The organization operates pursuant to the InterTribal 
Accord, signed by over 56 First Nation and tribal governments spanning the entire Yukon River 
watershed; the YRITWC thus provides outreach to over 60 communities. This updated plan is designed 
to guide the organization through the next several years.  

The plan is organized in four principal sections: Understanding; Education; Preservation, Restoration, 
and Stewardship; and Capacity Building. Each of these sections defines the scope of work and contains 
long-term goals that the Watershed Council will pursue in order to accomplish its vision and mission. 
The YRITWC uses a combination of methods - advocacy, education, training, and access to information 
and key support - to accomplish the goals within each section.  

The section "Understanding" speaks to the need to understand the health of the Yukon River 
watershed. It is the key that opens all other doors for the YRITWC’s success. For any of the Watershed 
Council’s work methods and decisions to be effective – whether advocacy, training, education, or access 
to information and key support – there must be an unbiased and explicit understanding of the health 
and trends of the river. Thus, the YRITWC’s work in measuring and monitoring the Yukon River 
watershed serves to support all other endeavors and is a critical precondition for sustained progress.  

Education is intended to strengthen the knowledge base of the individuals living in communities of the 
Yukon River watershed, particularly in the area of environmental education. Preservation, Restoration, 
and Stewardship identifies the areas that are of concern to the watershed community, such as 
violations of environmental standards, safe and cost effective disposal of hazardous and solid waste, 
and sewage; and contaminated sites caused by the military and mining activities. In addition, it 
addresses the need for the indigenous governments to gain a seat at decision-making tables. Finally, 
Capacity Building includes working to strengthen not only the YRITWC’s sustainability as an 
organization, but also the individual ability of each tribe and First Nation of the Yukon River watershed 
to further the goals of its own community. The Watershed Council recognizes the importance of building 
the capacity of tribal governments to enhance stewardship initiatives by providing the best available 
information, training and key support.  

To accomplish its vision, mission and goals, the Watershed Council will maximize partnerships and 
collaborative opportunities in all aspects of its work. For example, by establishing collaborative 
relationships and agreements with other entities, it will ensure that the mission and vision of the 
Watershed Council are shared, understood, and advanced. Additionally, it will develop sustainable 
methods of integrating programs and activities to maximize collaboration between the Watershed 
Council and indigenous governments, and facilitate exchange between watershed communities to 
optimize learning opportunities, avoid redundancy, and maximize the use of available resources.  
Narrative Descriptions of Major Program Areas and  Long-Term Goals   

  UNDERSTAND  

Understand, Measure and Monitor   



 

Monitoring allows us to identify problem areas, measure progress in clean-up efforts, and gradually 
build up an understanding of the health and trends of the river. We will have baseline data about the 
Yukon River Watershed established with permanent monitoring stations and an ongoing evaluation 
program in the future. We will collect, analyze, and share all monitoring data. Additionally, we will 
become the information center for water quality and health trends of the Yukon River Watershed. While 
we assist in developing indigenous government’s capacity and necessary infrastructure, the Watershed 
Council staff will begin sampling above and below contaminated locations.  

Long term goals:  

1.a) We will seek out local traditional knowledge and guidance from elders.  

1.b) We will gather and use Indigenous knowledge regarding the Yukon River Watershed to 
enhance the quality of scientific and management decisions and promote 
environmental stewardship and traditional ways of life.  

1.c) We will use quality assured monitoring to identify contaminated areas, prioritize them 
by severity, promote their restoration and measure the success of restoration efforts.  

1.d) We will coordinate a network of monitoring entities to collect, analyze, and share 
information regularly with community members regarding climate change, global 
warming, health trends, and subsistence resources of the Yukon River Watershed.  

1.e) We will monitor and measure energy resources to determine viable development 
projects that can sustain communities and contribute to local economies.  

2. EDUCATION  
 Environmental Education   

Environmental and renewable energy education is critical to the survival of tribes and first nations and 
the continuation of the traditional native way of life. Youth are the most important audiences; as they 
become more educated and aware, their enthusiasm and determination can influence adults, and adults 
are ensured that future decision-making is in good hands. In order to provide the youth with education, 
leaders and their communities must also strengthen their knowledge base. The YRITWC intends to 
address all audiences – youth, leadership, communities, and visitors – in this effort to promote 
responsible stewardship.  

2.a) Long Term Goal: We will develop a program to promote Indigenously produced and 
adapted environmental and renewable energy education resources to carry out 
traditional values of resource stewardship while creating jobs, internships, scholarships, 
incentives, and volunteer opportunities for youth, leadership and communities.  

2.b) Long Term Goal: To accomplish our vision, mission, and goals, we will incorporate youth 
into our efforts wherever possible.  

#3 Preservation, Restoration and Stewardship:  

3. PRESERVATION, RESTORATION, AND STEWARDSHIP  
Environmental Standards and Enforcement   



 

Through advocacy efforts, the YRITWC will promote the enforcement of environmental standards, which 
will constitute empowerment for indigenous governments and more effective protection of the 
environment and traditional ways of life.  

3.a) Long Term Goal: We will advocate for and develop strong Indigenous, state, territorial, 
federal and provincial environmental standards to be enforced that ensure the 
watershed is healthy and free from contaminants.  

Solid Waste, Hazardous Waste and Sewage   

The YRITWC is in a unique position to provide information and key support because of its access to 
communities of the watershed. All across the watershed solid waste, hazardous waste, and sewage are 
common concerns. Some villages and communities have implemented successful systems that are 
appropriate to their specific conditions, whereas others have experienced tremendous problems. By 
serving as a clearinghouse, the YRITWC can provide best practices, lessons learned, and support to all 
interested parties, thus leading to affordable and appropriate solutions for each community.  

3.b) Long Term Goal: We will provide information and key support to communities within 
the Yukon River watershed, to develop and implement comprehensive waste-water, 
sewage, and solid and hazardous waste systems and plans, leading to affordable and 
appropriate improvements.  

Policy and Management Decisions   

In order to effectively advocate for the clean up of contaminants and prevention of future  
environmental degradation, including climate change, it is important for the indigenous leadership to be 
at key decision making tables, assuring responsible stewardship. The YRITWC will use the clarity of its 
mission, the effectiveness of its work, and the unity of its leadership to gain this recognition.  

3.c) Long Term Goal: We will continue to be a body that is responsible for the watershed 
and participate in policy and management decisions that impact the health and future 
of the watershed.  

3.d) Long Term Goal: We will assist Tribes and First Nations to develop culturally 
appropriate adaptation and mitigation strategies to address existing and projected 
impacts resulting from climate change.  

Contaminated Sites   

The Department of Defense, private industry and other sources represent the major polluters of the 
Yukon River Watershed. Therefore, it is important to identify and prioritize sites, promote the 
prevention of environmental degradation, and advocate for the clean up of contaminated sites.  

3.e) Long Term Goal: We will continue to map the locations and update the status of 
contaminated sites along the Yukon River Watershed and advocate for and ensure their 
clean-up on a regular basis.  

   



 

4. CAPACITY BUILDING  

Organizational Capacity of the YRITWC   

To successfully achieve its ambitious goals, the YRITWC must strengthen its organizational capacity. It 
must strengthen its capacity in three ways: 1) Continuously improve the board’s knowledge of YRITWC 
activities and improve its ability to direct administrative staff. 2) Secure diversified funding sources 
which include government grants, foundations, individuals, corporations, and eventually an endowment 
and reserve fund. 3) Resources will be sought that do not have state, territorial, or country limitations so 
that they can be utilized equally over the entire watershed.  

4.a) Long Term Goal (Financial Resources): We will have a diversified, cross-border funding 
strategy that adequately meets the long-term program and operational needs of the 
organization without competing with Indigenous governments within the watershed.  

4.b) Long Term Goal (Governance): We will have a well-informed unified governing body 
that provides oversight and guidance to the organization and establish appropriate 
working committees.  

4.c) Long Term Goal (Employee Retention): We will create sustainable working conditions 
which include clear job descriptions, consistent supervision, competitive salaries and 
benefits, and performance incentives.  

Indigenous Governments   

To assist indigenous nations in operating effectively in the modern age there exists a critical need to 
develop administrative and program capacity at the village level. Through training, information sharing, 
and helping provide access to resources, the YRITWC will strengthen the ability of aboriginal 
governments to meet environmental challenges.  

Long Term goals:  

4.d) We will assist Indigenous governments in improving their organizational capacity in 
order to achieve their goals and advocate for continued government funding allocated 
to Indigenous governments for the protection of the watershed and traditional way of 
life  

4.e) To accomplish its vision, mission, and goals, the Watershed Council will maximize 
partnerships and collaborative opportunities in all aspects of its work.  

4.f) We will provide technical and vocational trainings to Indigenous governments and their 
citizens to implement Watershed Council programs and foster local self reliance.  

4.g) We will assist Tribes and First Nations by providing technical support and resources to 
create employment, small business development, renewable energy, and development 
opportunities to promote and enhance healthy communities.  

  

  



 Resolutions Process 
Adopted by Consensus August of 2004 in Nenana, AK 

I. Need for a Resolutions Process

The First Nations and Tribes signatory to the Yukon River Accord have been adopting 
resolutions since their first summit meeting in Galena, Alaska, in 1997.  Resolutions typically 
have been put forward at the summit meetings and discussed by those present.  Upon reaching a 
consensus, the resolutions have, for the most part, been adopted with few changes.  This process 
has worked well so far, but with the increasing number of indigenous governments signing the 
Accord the number and complexity of resolutions is likely to increase.  A resolutions process is 
therefore needed which will guarantee thoughtful discussion of draft resolutions and 
consensusbased decision-making through a clear, agreed upon system.  This will ensure that all 
resolutions accurately represent the view points of the Tribes and First Nations and that they 
have been legitimately adopted.    

II. Recommended Resolutions Process

The following process is recommended to handle the increasing number of resolutions 
that are sure to be submitted for discussion at each summit or leadership meeting.   Outlined 
below for the consideration of Tribal and First Nation leaders is a system for the submittal, 
consideration, acceptance and implementation of resolutions.     

SUBMITTAL 

STEP 1 
 Resolutions may be submitted to the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council 

staff only by Tribal and First Nation governments or inter-tribal governmental organizations that 

are located within the Yukon River Watershed, or by Executive Committee members.  Draft 

resolutions should be submitted on the letterhead of the Tribal or First Nation government of 

origination, and should be accompanied by a briefing paper explaining the background and need 

for the resolution.  Generally, resolutions should take into account the fiscal and personnel 

realities of the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council, and should further the goals of the 



 

Accord and the mission of the Watershed Council.  Draft resolutions should be submitted at least 

three weeks prior to the meeting during which they will be considered for adoption.    

Upon receiving a draft resolution and briefing paper, the Yukon River Inter-Tribal 

Watershed Council staff will deliver (via mail or e-mail) copies of both documents  

to every Tribal and First Nation government signatory to the Accord.  Tribal and First Nation 

governments should carefully review all proposed resolutions prior to arriving at summit or 

leadership meetings.   Tribes and First Nations must send representatives to summit or 

leadership meetings who are authorized to sign resolutions in the name of their indigenous 

government.   Tribal or First Nation representatives that are not elected officials of their 

government should bring with them specific, written authority from their government to sign 

resolutions.   The YRITWC will develop a standardized authorization form and maintain a list of 

Tribal and First  

Nation representatives authorized to sign resolutions on behalf of their indigenous government.  

  

CONSIDERATION AND ACCEPTANCE  

During summit or leadership meetings, Tribal and First Nation representatives will 

consider draft resolutions.  Only those resolutions that will further the goals of the 

Accord and that are within the mission of the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council will 

be considered.  Resolutions that require funding beyond the current budget of the Watershed  

Council will specify the amount of additional funding required and will authorize the Watershed  

Council to raise the money to implement the resolution.  

  

STEP 2  

STEP 3  



 

STEP 4  
Resolutions will be discussed on the open floor. Proposed changes shall be made  

by and through Board members.  The staff of the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council 

shall keep an accurate record of the discussion and all proposed changes to the draft resolution.   

The resolution shall be adopted by consensus of the Board members present during the meeting.  

  

If the facilitator determines that consensus is not possible on a resolution, then the  

Board Members may either terminate all consideration of the resolution, or refer it  

to the Executive Committee for further consideration and review.  The Executive Committee 

shall work with the Tribe or First Nation of origination to fix any problems with the resolution.  

If the resolution is fixed rapidly, before the end of the summit or leadership meeting, it may be 

reconsidered by the full Board of Directors.  Otherwise, the resolution must be resubmitted to 

the staff of the Watershed Council for redistribution and for review at the next leadership or 

summit meeting.  The decision to terminate consideration or to refer a resolution to the 

Executive  

Committee shall be made by acclamation (all those in favor say ‘aye’, those opposed say ‘nay’),  

or, if necessary, by a majority vote of all those present.  

  
STEP 6  

The final resolution shall then be signed by all Board Members present.  Those  

Board Members not present shall be sent a copy of the final resolution for their signature.  If a 

Tribe or First Nation fails to respond to a request for a signature within 30 days, or refuses to 

sign the resolution for some reason, then that Tribe or First Nation shall not be considered as a 

signatory to the resolution and will not be listed as such.  However, the resolution, having been 

STEP 5  



duly discussed and adopted at a summit or leadership meeting, shall be implemented by the 

Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council staff on behalf of those indigenous governments 

that have signed it, provided that at least a simple majority of signatory indigenous governments 

have signed the resolution.  

 IMPLEMENTATION 

STEP 7 
Although some resolutions may only be for the purpose of taking a public position 

on an issue, many resolutions will call for action.    

STEP 8  
At regular four month intervals, the staff of the Watershed Council shall update 
the 

Tribes and First Nations regarding their progress on the implementation of resolutions calling for 

Watershed Council action.  These updates may be through the newsletter or through other means 

as deemed necessary and appropriate by Watershed Council staff.  The Executive Committee 

shall closely monitor the activities of the Watershed Council staff with regard to implementation 

activities.  Implementation activities that the Executive Committee considers to be inappropriate 

or outside the mandate of an adopted resolution may be suspended by the Executive Committee.   

PROCESS FOR EMERGENCY RESOLUTIONS 

There will be times when a Tribe or First Nation faces an extremely urgent situation and 

needs a resolution considered and adopted more quickly than the next summit or leadership 

meeting.  In these situations, the resolution and briefing paper should be submitted to the 

Watershed Council staff.  The staff will immediately circulate the resolution and briefing paper 

to all signatories to the Accord, with an accompanying notice that immediate consideration and 



acceptance is being asked for by the Tribe or First Nation of origination.  The staff will send a 

signature page along with the resolution, briefing paper, and notice of urgent action.  If Tribes 

and First Nations are in agreement with the resolution, then they will sign and return the 

signature page to the Watershed Council staff.  The staff will collect all signature pages and, 

upon reaching a certain date as determined by the Tribe or First Nation of origination, will 

forward the final resolution on Watershed Council letterhead with the accompanying signatures 

to the concerned Tribe or First Nation.  The resolution shall be put on Watershed Council 

letterhead only upon receiving the signatures of a simple majority of all the Tribal and First 

Nation signatories to the Accord.  

PROCESS FOR FLOOR RESOLUTIONS  

Resolutions may be proposed from the floor during summit or leadership meetings by 

members of the Board of Directors.  The Board member proposing the resolution is responsible 

for working with Watershed Council staff in order to print and distribute the draft resolution and 

briefing paper to all Board members present at the meeting.  Steps 3-7 described above shall 

apply to floor resolutions.    



YRITWC Executive Committee Job Descriptions 



Chair Person 

• Keep the board focused on what matters most.
• Continue to define the board’s boundaries to the board. What is the board expected/not expected to

do?
• Monitor board discussion and ensure that board meeting time is used effectively.
• Create ad hoc committees to propose options to difficult issues.
• Ensure that no single board member is dominating board discussions. Work toward operating as a

team.
• Contribute to the work of the board without dominating or over-influencing.
• Keep open channels of communication between board and the organization.
• Make sure that board members are clear about their individual board commitments.
• Ensure that board efforts are documented and made available to the board and executive director

(partner with staff as appropriate).
• Develop a positive working relationship with the ALASKA REGION DIRECTOR.
• Assist the ALASKA REGION DIRECTOR in preparing agenda for board meetings.
• Act as official spokesperson for the board, when asked by the CEO and board.
• Coordinate and participate in the ALASKA REGION DIRECTOR’s annual performance evaluation.
• Establish and enforce guidelines for disciplining board members.
• Take the leadership role with executive Director Communication.
• Ensure board development and finance committees are active.
• Ensure board officer and Executive Director Succession plans are in place and up-to-date.  Rationale:
The board president’s main responsibilities is to keep the board focused on what matters the most for
the organization and where the board can have the most positive impact.

To effectively run meetings, the board president must partner with the ALASKA REGION DIRECTOR to 
prepare an agenda, keep meeting discussion and debate focused on the issues, and move board 

members to a decision  



Treasurer 

Purpose:  

To help ensure the fiscal integrity of the organization by providing oversight of its financial activities and 
ensuring the accuracy of all financial records.   

Duties and Responsibilities:  

• Attend all board meetings.

• Using the proper chain of command, work with staff to review and submit full and accurate financial
information to the rest of the board in an appropriate format.

• Review the organization’s annual audit and answer any questions other board members may have
about it in conjunction with the audit committee.

• Ensure that the board’s financial policies are being followed.

• Give regular reports to the board as to the financial health of the organization.

• Chair the finance committee (if requested to do so by the full board.

• Assist, as appropriate, the ALASKA REGION DIRECTOR in preparing the organization’s annual budget.

 Rationale:  

The role of the board treasurer is to ensure the financial integrity of the organization. He or she 
accomplishes this primarily through their role ensuring an active finance committee and through a 
review of an independent audit performed by an accounting firm the administrator has chosen.  

 Under no circumstances should the board treasurer become involved in the day-to-day management of 
the organization’s finances. Neither should he or she approach staffers who have been delegated this 
responsibility without being directed to do so by the ALASKA REGION DIRECTOR.  

 Staff members, with the approval of the CEO.ED, will keep the board treasurer informed regularly on 
the organization’s financial condition. Remember: The Treasurer acts only on the authority of the board. 



Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council  
Executive Committee Member Commitments 

Roles and responsibilities:  
1. Define and oversee the mission of this organization and keep it relevant to the needs of our 

community.
2. Approve programs and services and monitor their effectiveness.
3. Provide strategic guidance to the organization and the Alaska Executive Director.
4. Ensure financial solvency and help raise resources.
5. Select, support and evaluate the Alaska Executive Director. 

As a member of this governing body, I commit to: 
• Attending at least three EC meetings per year.
• Participating in the YRITWC biennial summit (odd numbered years).
• Participating in the YRITWC strategic planning meetings (even numbered years).
• Serving on one committee (standing or ad hoc).
• Making an annual personal gift that is meaningful and significant.
• Holding this organization to a high standard of performance and actively helping to make

this a world class organization.
• Understanding my roles and responsibilities and becoming sufficiently knowledgeable

about our organization and its operations to make informed decisions.
• Reading the materials sent to the Executive Committee and coming prepared to EC and

committee meetings.
• Arriving at meetings on time and staying for the full agenda unless I have otherwise notified

the EC or committee chair.
• Asking for clarification on any matters or material that I do not understand before making a

decision.
• Listening carefully to other members and staff with an open mind and an objective

perspective.
• Actively working towards those decisions and solutions that are in the organization’s best

interests (speaking with one voice) .
• Respecting the confidentiality of the EC’s business.

Signed:________________________________________ Date:______________________ 



 

What don’t Advisors do? 

To ensure effective working relationships it is important for all parties to be clear about roles and 

boundaries.  While Advisors are valued for their contributions to the mission of YRITWC and support for 

its leadership, there are several things which they may not do in this capacity: 

 Make decisions for the YRITWC. 

 Represent the YRITWC without explicit direction from the Executive Committee. 

 Accept payment for services rendered as an Advisor. 

 Engage in activities which undermine the governance authority of the Executive Committee(s) or 

the leadership of the Director. 

 Advisors have no legal or fiduciary responsibility for their roles.   

What is the process used for Advisor work? 

Most Advisor work will be similar to individual consultation.  The Executive Committee or the Director 

may request a consultation to discuss a specific matter related to that member’s expertise.   

How do we handle differences of opinion? 

With any group such as the YRITWC, there is bound to be differences of opinion.  Each person’s opinion 

is important and valued.  In those circumstances it is critically important to be mindful of the Guiding 

Principles of the YRITWC: 

Be Good Listeners Be Consensual (using the circle) 

Be Respectful Be Unifying 

Be Flexible Be Fair and Equal 

Have Integrity Be Tenacious 

Be Honest Be Trustworthy 

Be Timely Be Patient 

Be Non-judgmental Be Bold 

Share wisdom (need it first) Be Inclusive (allowing for diversity) 

How is an Advisor’s service terminated? 

Advisors serve at the will of the Executive Committee.  They may terminated at any time, for any reason 

or for no stated reason.  Advisors who find they are no longer able to fulfill their obligations are 

requested to notify the Director or Executive Committee as early as practicable.   
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